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In 1977, Continental Sports Supply (CSS) opened its doors to begin 
sporting goods distribution in the United States and North America. 
Since then, Continental has been the US and North American            
distributor for such brands as Reusch® Soccer, Erima™, Derby Star™, 
Ligne 7™, vici™, Ref Gear™, TeamGear™, Killer  Volleyball™, Reusch  
SnowSports®, and many others.  In 2012, CSS began  ownership and            
distribution of Olympus® Rugby

Rugby is the 2nd fastest-growing team sport in the US over the past 
2 years. Its popularity around the world is gaining a solid  foothold in 
the United States. Toward that end, CSS has recognized a need and 
an opportunity to service the US Rugby market with domestic-made  
uniforms, (we manufacture all of our Olympus® jerseys on-site, using 
proprietary  materials and fabrics, constructed under our own quality 
control standards with our own sublimation processes on-premises)  
hard-goods, and equipment.  

We hope you will enjoy our new catalog, and more  importantly, 
our new developments and offerings in  Rugby apparel and 
gear.  Following  closely on the heels of Rugby’s World Cup, we see            
continued growth and expansion of this unique   
and wonderful sport on US soil, and hope 
that we may service your Rugby needs 
in the near future and for as long as 
you play.

SEND US YOUR CUSTOM JERSEY DESIGNS
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Olympus will take your design and make a custom jersey for your team. Here are two of the 
many custom jerseys we have made. These were made for the LVI tournament in Las Vegas. 

We will turn your custom Made In the USA jerseys around within 4 weeks after the approval 
of artwork. If you need a strike off to approve colors and placement of the logos and 
designs, a few more days will be needed. 

If you should need a quicker turn around than 4 weeks, we make faster delivery available 
at an additional cost:

3 week delivery after artwork approval:  15% surcharge
2 week delivery after artwork approval:  20% surcharge

We encourage you to use your artist for artwork. Please have your artist submit your 
artwork in a Vector files. We cannot use jpeg or pdf files for our printing process. 
If you need us to do the artwork, we will be happy to do so, but that will incur additional costs.

We look forward to working with you to create the best Made In The USA custom rugby uniform.
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Remember! 
You can design any style 
or color of jersey with our 
Custom program. Styles 
shown are suggestions..

Be Creative 
Be Custom

Be You!

BE

Now you can design your own Jersey for yourself or your 7s or 15s Team!                                      
And you don’t have to wait 12 weeks for the order!

Olympus®, America’s Rugby BrandTM  introduces our In-House Custom Sublimation  Program.  
Now you can design Custom Jerseys with any color combination from our own 48 color CSS 
palette!  All jerseys are constructed of our wick-flex 10™ or wick-flex 13™ 4-way stretch 
polyester material; and best of all, they’re ‘built’ right here in our  warehouse in Denver.  That 
means that you don’t have to wait 12 weeks for your team’s Custom  Sublimated Jerseys!  

Sublimation- the process by which we can offer you a custom Olympus® jersey, is a  gar-
ment printing system which enables us to make this unique, custom offer!  Not like screen        
printing; sublimation actually transfers the bright, rich colors INTO the apparel fabric           
versus just    printing ON the fabric.  This process allows for more vibrant colors, greater color 
choices, greater color clarity, and no-fade laundering.  The bright new custom jerseys that 
you wear onto the pitch right-out-of-the-box will look and feel the same after seasons of use. 
Plus, our new wick-flex 10™ and wick-flex 13™ fabric not only “take” the sublimation process              
extremely well; they are field-tested by Rugby players and have drawn rave reviews for comfort, 
durability, breathability and outstanding fit!

Here’s what you do:  

Go to  www.OlympusGlobalSports.com and click on  the Custom Sublimated Jersey tab.          
Peruse the Olympus®Custom Sublimated Jersey templates. Select the Jersey of your choice. 

Browse from the 48-color CSS color-palette. Select which colors you want and where on the 
jersey you want them.  Once selected, the program will assign the color to the line-art jersey 
template.  Do it again filling in every segment of the line-art template with your favorite or 
team colors. Follow-up with the name and number. 

After you have settled on the custom Jersey design and color-ways, follow all of the prompts and 
submit your order.  Be sure to have all of the proper sizes and  corresponding  numbers for the 
correct jerseys.  When you are satisfied, hit the Submit tab and your order   is underway! 

You’ll have your Olympus® Custom Sublimated Jerseys within 4 weeks !
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Olympus® Legacy Custom Sublimated Jersey Style # 2400

The new Olympus® Legacy jersey is totally distinctive!  This new design is a compilation of 
Aboriginal art and South African World Cup flavor!  Distinctive shoulder motif with unique body 
graphics will certainly make your team stand out at the park!

Made of our new wick-flex 13™  4-way stretch polyester fabric which is very durable, yet takes sublimation color
extremely well.  Pro-fit cut, reinforced seams, double-taped neckline, banded tails and sleeves.  
Highest quality jersey with highest quality design! Standard jersey comes with knit crossover, or a more traditional stand up collar for an 
additional cost.  For more info on “America’s Rugby Brand” go to  www.OlympusGlobalSports.com

                         Sizes:  AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL

                      Suggested Retail:  $82.00 USD with crossover collar
                                                            $86.00 USD with traditional stand up collar

The five S’s of sports training are: stamina, speed, strength, 
skill, and spirit; but the greatest of these is spirit.”
Ken Doherty                                     

Olympus® Custom Sublimated Rugby Shorts for Men # 3025
 
Olympus® now of fers custom sublimated shorts for your team.  Add custom shorts to your custom jerseys, and you have kit 
that only one team ever has—YOUR team!  Made of our wick-flex13™ 4-way stretch polyester material, these shorts are 
reinforced through the seams, crotch, and waist-band.  Internal drawcord for better fit, taped, vented leg openings.  Add some 
real customization to your team and club with our new Custom Sublimated shorts! Taped side seams and crotch seam.

Sizes:  AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL    

Suggested Retail:  $40.00 US

Olympus® Custom Sublimated Rugby Short with Seam Taping  # 3030 

Olympus® now has a custom sublimated short that has seam taping in two areas. The side seam on each side of the 
short is taped from 2 1/2” inside the short, down around the bottom seam and back up the side of the short for another 
2 1/2”. In addition to the side seam taping, the crotch seam is taped from one side of the leg all the way across to the 
other side. Extra strength all around!! Made of our Wick-Flex 13™ 4-way stretch material, includes internal draw cord. 
Your design is all we need!
 
Sizes: AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL
 
Suggested Retail: $45.00 US

Don’t forget!  
We do custom sublimation Jersey

on YOUR design or ours.

Taping at the 
seams and 

at the crotch
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Olympus® Custom Reversible Jersey # 3085

Two printed sides give your team a reversible jersey that works as two separate jerseys!! 
Our USA made reversible is made from our best 4-way stretch, heavy duty 
Moisture Management System Wick-Flex13™ 
polyester for long wearing, long lasting play. Pro-Fit construction with over 
lock stitching and reinforcement on all seams, as well as double binding 
on the neckline. Our knit collar gives the player a terrific fit.
 
Use your design, or pick one of ours that can be found on our 
www.OlympusGlobalSports.com website. If you choose your designs, please submit your 
artwork in a Vector or .ai file. This will cut down on artwork charges. Please note 
that depending on the design, some art from the reverse side may be seen.
 
Sizes: AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL

Suggested Retail:  $120.00 USD

Olympus® Dominator Rugby  Short # 21500

Our Olympus® Dominator Rugby short answers all of the needs of any player—Youth League through Professional. 100% Polyester  2x2 
Twill body with 4-way stretch Polyester side vent inserts and crotch gusset for freedom of movement and increased fit.  Full nylon draw-string 
in double-fold waistband. Interior mouth-guard pocket. Extra reinforced bar-tack sewing and seams for durability.  

Colors:  Black with White logo, White with Black logo,  Navy with White logo

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL AXXL 
(YS, YM and YL are available in black, white will be available fall 2015)

Suggested Retail:  $25.00 USD

ON TEAM ORDERS OF CUSTOM JERSEYS, DOMINATOR SHORTS AND 
PERFORMANCE SOCKS AND RECEIVE A 15% DISCOUNT ON THE ENTIRE ORDER.

FULLCUSTOMUNIFORMS
Olympus® Full Custom Jersey  # 3000

Our USA made Custom Jersey is constructed with a 4-way stretch, heavy duty, long lasting Wick-Flex13™ polyester. This fabric 
provides a tighter, more sculptured fit. The fabric has our Moisture Management System which helps wick away moisture, 
keeping the player cooler, dryer, and more comfortable while playing. Our Pro-Fit cut has over lock stitching and raglan sleeves for 
ease of movement and optimal fit, a dual reinforced neck line, and banded hem and sleeves.
New knit collar lays down when worn.
Use your design, or pick one of ours that can be found on our www.olympusglobalsports.com 
website. If you choose to design, please submit your artwork 
in a Vector or .ai file.
 This will cut down on artwork charges. 

Sizes: YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL

Suggested Retail:  $82.00 USD

NEW ADD ONS AVAILABLE:  Since this is a USA made custom made jersey, 
we can add the following to your jersey:
Continental Neck Collar:   Stand up, traditional rugby collar. Add $5.00 USD
OLYTACK™ sleeve strip: This is a stretchable silicone strip that will help the player  
retain the ball. Add $8.00 USD
OLYTACK™ hem strip: This is a stretchable silicone strip that goes around the entire 
hem line to help keep the jersey tucked in. Add $10.00 USD

OLYTACK™ 
hem strip

OLYTACK™ 
Sleeve 
strip

Continental 
Neck Collar
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UNIFORMS
SHORTS+

SPECIAL CUT FOR THE FEMALE ATHLETE

Olympus® Custom Sublimated Rugby Shorts for Women #2920

Our Custom Sublimated Women’s shorts are made of the same wick-flex13™ 4-way stretch 
polyester material as our great custom sublimated jerseys!  Double taped seams for reinforcement, special 
women’s cut is taken directly from our reusch brand soccer shorts for women.  Add custom shorts to your 
custom jerseys and you have a team kit—specifically designed for women rugby players—that only ONE 
team has....YOUR team !

Sizes:  AXS, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL   

Suggested Retail:  $40.00 USD

Olympus® Women’s Full Custom Jersey # 3050

Our USA made Custom Jersey is constructed with a 4-way stretch, heavy duty, long lasting Wick-Flex13™ polyester. This fabric 
provides a tighter, more sculptured fit. The fabric has our Moisture Management System which helps wick away moisture, 
keeping the player cooler, dryer, and more comfortable while playing. Our Pro-Fit cut has over lock stitching and raglan sleeves for 
ease of movement and optimal fit, a dual reinforced neck line, and banded hem and sleeves. New knit collar lays down when worn.
If you choose to design, please submit your artwork in a Vector or .ai file. This will cut down on artwork charges. 

Sizes:  XS, S, M, L, XL  

Suggested Retail:  $82.00 USD

NEW ADD ONS AVAILABLE:  Since this is a USA made custom made jersey, we can add the following to your jersey:
Continental Neck Collar:   Stand up, traditional rugby collar. Add $5.00 USD
OLYTACK™ sleeve strip: This is a stretchable silicone strip that will help the player retain the ball. Add $8.00 USD
OLYTACK™ hem strip: This is a stretchable silicone strip that goes around the entire hem line to help keep the jersey tucked in. 
Add $10.00 USD

Olympus®  Maui Women’s Custom Jersey   #2930

Our USA made Custom Jersey is constructed with a 4-way stretch, heavy 
duty, long lasting Wick-Flex13™ polyester. This fabric provides a tighter, 
more sculptured fit. The fabric has our Moisture Management System which 
helps wick away moisture, keeping the player cooler, dryer, and more comfortable while 
playing. Our Pro-Fit Women’s cut has over lock stitching and raglan sleeves for ease 
of movement and optimal fit, and banded hem and sleeves. Double reinforced taping 
around the neck for extra strength. 

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Suggested Retail:  $82.00 USD

Available 
with your Custom 
sublimated logo

Don’t forget!  
We do custom sublimation Jersey

on YOUR design or ours.

Female Ruggers love our Dominator shorts as well! 
See them on pages 5 and 9

OLYTACK™ 
hem strip

OLYTACK™ 
Sleeve 
strip

Continental 
Neck Collar
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SCARLET

TEAL LIME ORANGE SKY BLUE ELECTRIC 
BLUE

WHITE YELLOW GREY RASPBERRY

Body Colors And Sleeve Designs

Olympus sleeves irish 2 Olympus sleeves skulls 9

Olympus sleeves left AL

Olympus sleeves maui men 10

Olympus sleeves Warhol 4

IRISH SKULL

JESTER ROSES

MAUI

PAISLEY CAMO DOLLAR

TRIBALHAPPY FACE DEVIL

CHECK WWW.OlympusGlobalSports.COM FOR ADDITIONAL DESIGNS  

SEMICUSTOMUNIFORMS
Olympus® One Sleeve Semi-Custom Jersey # 3040

Our USA made Semi-Custom jersey allows you to pick one of the designs shown, and change the color 
of the design. This is our 100% polyester material is a lighter material that has our 
Moisture Management System which helps wick away moisture, keeping the player cooler, 
dryer, and more comfortable while playing. The body is a solid color that is matched with the one 
unprinted sleeve. The jersey has a knit collar with a reinforced neckline and over lock stitching. 
Our innovative OLYTAB™ on the back of the collar gives extra strength to the entire collar area. 
1  Pick from the following body colors:
     Scarlet, white, yellow, grey, raspberry, teal, lime, orange, sky blue, electric blue.
2  Then pick your sleeve design from the designs shown on this page.
3  Pick the one or two color changes available on that design.
4  If you wish, you can add a one color black or grey team crest to the front of the jersey.  You can add a black or
    grey sponsor’s logo to the front chest for $3. 
   Artwork needs to be in a Vector or .ai file to save artwork charges.
5  Number on back of jersey, additional $5.00.

Sizes:  YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL  

Suggested Retail: : $52.00 USD

Olympus® Two Sleeve Semi-Custom Jersey # 3045

Same great USA made jersey as above, just with both sleeves printed with the same design that you 
pick!  Follow the same ordering instructions as above.

Sizes:  YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL  

Suggested Retail: : $56.00 USD
Add your Custom 
sublimated logo
in Black or Grey

OLYTABTM for
extra strength
in the collar

OLYTABTM for
extra strength
in the collar

Put your 
one color 

(Black or Grey)
logo here
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Olympus® ‘Basic’ Rugby Jersey Style # 2550

Great for the Rugby Club on a budget! Our 100% Polyester jersey is lighter weight while remaining very durable.  
Solid color with contracting overlock stitch seams, reinforced neckline, 13 available colors, breathable Moisture 
Management Fabric (MMF)that helps keep the player cooler and dryer during match play and/or training.  \Great pre 
match warm up jersey! Excellent choice for Youth Rugby teams!

Colors:  Royal/White,  Scarlet/White,  
           Forest/White, White/Black, Navy/White, 
           Orange/Black, Sky Blue/Black,
           Yellow/Black, Black/White, 
           Electric Blue/White, Raspberry/White,
           Purple/White,  Teal/White, 
           Lime/Black, Silver/Black.

Sizes:  YS, YM,  YL,  AS,  AM,  AL,  AXL, AXXL, AXXXL

Suggested Retail:  $30.00 USD

Olympus® ‘Basic’ Rugby Jersey with sublimated logo # 3050

Same jersey as our above Basic jersey, but with your one color black or grey sublimated logo.  
1  Not all colors are available for this. Please pick from the following body colors:  Scarlet, white, 
yellow, grey, raspberry, teal, lime, orange, sky blue, electric blue.

2  Please submit your artwork in a Vector or .ai file.

Suggested Retail: $40.00 USD

Olympus® Custom Sublimated Sleeveless Jersey # 3055

Perfect as a training or pre-match jersey. Made from 100% polyester that has our Moisture 
Management System which helps wick away moisture, keeping the player cooler, dryer, 
and more comfortable while playing. Do your team design or sponsor logo!  Please submit your 
artwork in a Vector or .ai file.

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL

Suggested Retail: $40.00 USD

NEW COLORS 
AVAILABLE
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Great way to 
advertise your 
sponsors.....

Olympus® Front and Back Try and Travel Jersey #30 65

Made from 4 ounce 100% polyester that has our Moisture Management 
System which helps wick away moisture, keeping the 
player cooler, dryer, and more comfortable while playing. 
Your design on the full front and back of this jersey makes
 for a great Try or Travel jersey. 
Great way to advertise your sponsors!  

Please submit your artwork in a 
Vector or .ai file.

Best results if printed on our white material. 

We have other colors available, 
but this limits the colors that can be printed.

Jersey colors: White, red, gold, silver, graphite (dark grey)

Stitch colors: Black, white, royal, red

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail:  $35.00 USD 

Olympus® Try and Travel Jersey # 2950

This jersey is imported. We then we sublimate your team logo along with adding 
custom stitching. This makes the jersey custom at a lower cost. The jersey is a 
lighter weight 4 ounce, and is made of moisture wicking polyester. We can add any color 
logo on the white version. The red, royal and yellow jerseys take only black and
grey logos (or a combination of these two colors). 

These are also great as social or travel shirts. Don’t forget 
that we need your logo in a Vector format.

Jersey colors: White, red, royal, gold, silver, graphite (dark grey)

Stitch colors: Black, white, royal, red

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXXL

Suggested Retail:  $28.00 USD 

Olympus® Dominator Rugby  Short # 21500

Our Olympus® Dominator Rugby short answers all of the needs of any player—Youth League through Professional. 
100% Polyester  2x2 Twill body with 4-way stretch Polyester side vent inserts and crotch gusset for 
freedom of movement and increased fit.  Full nylon draw-string in double-fold waistband. Interior 
mouth-guard pocket. Extra reinforced bar-tack sewing and seams for durability.  

Colors:  Black with White logo, White with Black logo,  Navy with White logo

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL AXXL 
(YS, YM and YL are available in black, white will be available fall 2015)

Suggested Retail:  $25.00 USD
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Sweat is the cologne of accomplishment. 
Heywood Hale Broun

Olympus® Performance Sock Style # 2029

90% nylon, 10% latex elastic. Thinner style sock for better performance. Ventilated mesh calf area 
adds breathability and comfort zones. Compression areas help keep the sock from gathering and 
assist circulation.  LINTOE finishing eliminates inside toe seam for optimal comfort.

Colors:  White/Black, Royal/White, Scarlet/White, Black/White

Sizes:  Jr. and Sr.

Suggested Retail:  $9.00 USD per pair 

Olympus® Sublimated Performance Sock # 3070

Our thinner 90% nylon, 10% latex elastic sock is designed for high performance. Ventilated mesh calf area 
adds breathability and a comfort zone. Compression areas help keep the sock from gathering and assist in 
circulation. LINTOE finish eliminates inside toe seam for optimal comfort.

Sublimate your team name in colors with our white sock. On the red and blue socks, black colors only. Print 
area is 6 ½” long by 2” wide. 

Colors: White/Black Olympus® logo, Royal/White Olympus® logo, Scarlet/White Olympus® logo.

Sizes: Junior and Senior

Suggested Retail:  $16.00 USD  

Olympus® Sublimated Camp Tee # 3075

Made from our 4 ounce 100% polyester that has our Moisture Management System which helps wick away 
moisture, keeping the player cooler, dryer, and more comfortable while playing. Add your camp logo for an 
additional cost!

Color: White with Olympus® logo

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail:  $20.00 USD

OLYMPUS® Bumblebee Socks # 2032

For use in Rugby and Soccer. Heel and toe construction with comfortable absorbent foot. 
Doubleknit, extra long, turn down cuf f adds comfort and helps socks stay up during competition. 
Bumblebee colors are 3”contrasting ‘hoops’. Olympus® logo is on foot so that ‘hoop’ socks can 
be used with any uniform.

Colors: Forest/Gold; Red/White; Maroon/White; Black/White; Black/Red; Navy Blue/Gold;
          Black/Gold; Navy Blue/White; Royal Blue/White; Forest/White

Sizes: Jr. and Sr.

 Suggested retail: $9.00 USD per pair
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Olympus® Youth Backpack  Style # 728

Same great style as our Senior #726 Backpack, just a smaller size for Youth players!  600 Denier Polyester 
with PVC lining for water-resistance. “U” shaped top opening for the main compartment.  Small zip pocket 
for wallet and other items inside bag.  Key chain clip included on inner bag.  2 side pockets have mesh 
inserts for ventilation. Padded adjustable shoulder straps.  Back of bag which contacts the player’s back is 
also fully padded. Mesh pocket with draw-cord for balls, boots, or wet gear. 

Colors:  Solid Black,  Royal Blue/Black with White piping. Red/Black with White piping, Navy/Black with White piping.

Size:  17” long; 8” wide; 17” high.

Suggested Retail:  $23.50 USD

Olympus® Madrid Team Short # 28700

Warp knit short using bright 100% polyester fabric.  The Madrid features a slightly wider, longer cut
for comfort.  
An excellent training short for Adult ruggers or a great match short for ‘Wee ruggers’.  
Waist draw-string.  

Colors:  Royal Blue and Black.

Sizes:  YXS, YS, YM, YL,  

Suggested Retail:  $10.00 USD

YOUtHRugby
Olympus® ‘Basic’ Rugby Jersey Style # 2550

Great for the Rugby Club on a budget! Our 100% Polyester jersey is lighter weight while remaining very durable.  
Solid color with contracting overlock stitch seams, reinforced neckline, 13 available colors, breathable Moisture 
Management Fabric (MMF)that helps keep the player cooler and dryer during match play and/or 
training. Great pre match warm up jersey! Excellent choice for Youth Rugby teams!

Colors:  Royal/White,  Scarlet/White,  
           Forest/White, White/Black, Navy/White, 
           Orange/Black, Sky Blue/Black,
           Yellow/Black, Black/White, 
           Electric Blue/White, Raspberry/White,
           Purple/White,  Teal/White, 
           Lime/Black, Silver/Black.

Sizes:  YS, YM,  YL

Suggested Retail:  $30.00 USD

Olympus®  Islander Rugby Ball #  232 

Suitable for all levels of play and ages. Great for all conditions and competitions, practice and Match play. This ball is a 4 panel construction with a latex bladder.
 
The cover is made with a rubberized multi-pebblesurface which is the best for gripping. 

Colors: white with black tribal design, 
          lime green with black tribal design

Sizes: 3, 4

Suggested retail: $32.00 USD

Olympus® Dominator Rugby  Short # 21500

Our Olympus® Dominator Rugby short answers all of the needs of any player—Youth League through
Professional. 100% Polyester  2x2 Twill body with 4-way stretch Polyester side vent inserts and crotch 
gusset for freedom of movement and increased fit.  Full nylon draw-string in double-fold waistband. 
Interior mouth-guard pocket. Extra reinforced bar-tack sewing and seams for durability.  

Colors:  Black with White logo, 
           White with Black logo (Available fall 2015)
 

Sizes: YS,YM,YL

Suggested Retail:  $25.00 USD

NEW COLORS 
AVAILABLE
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It’s not whether you get knocked 
down; it’s whether you get up..

Vince Lombardi

Olympus®  STADIUM Jacket  # 72500

This quilted Stadium Jacket is ideal for coaches, reserve players, and everyday team or player wear. 
100% 210T nylon shell. Extra deep quilting for greater warmth on cold, misty, raw days.
Lining is 100% Polyester taf feta.  Zip of f hood is 210T nylon outer and 210T Polyester taf feta inner. 
Roomy cut for ease of movement
for training. 2 front slash zipper pockets, plus front zip pocket for iPod or cell phone (includes 
pass-thru for ear buds or head-phones).
Large inside Velcro pocket for team sheets, wallet, etc. Includes embroidered Olympus® logo. 

Color:  Black with White piping

Sizes:  AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail:  $75.00 USD

Olympus® “DEVIN”  WARM-UP # 72600

Shell is constructed of 100% woven polyester microfiber.
Jacket lining is polyester mesh for ventilation.
Half-zip jacket.
Velcro closure on bottom of sleeves for better fit.
Velcro closure on bottom sides of the jacket for 
option of tighter fit when wearing on the field.
Two side pockets on jacket with zipper closure.
Jacket has drop-tail on the back.
Velour neck trim on jacket for additional comfort.
Pinstripe accent down the jacket and pants.
Elastic waistband on pants includes inner draw cord.
Pant has full mesh lining, except on bottom of pants where full polyester lining is used to 
make entry and exit of pants easier.
Extra long covered zipper on side of pants helps player quickly get in and out of pants.
Velcro closure on bottom pants allows the player to tighten the bottom as much or 
as little as they wish.
 
White/red OLYMPUS® logo is embroidered on the jacket and the pant.
 
 Color: 05 Black with white pinstripe
 
 Sizes: AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL
 
Suggested retail:  $80.00 USD
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Olympus®  Arm Compression Sleeve # 1562010

This 10” compression sleeve is designed to keep players arm muscles warm and supple, reducing 
cramping and fatigue. Sleeve also helps eliminates turf burns and bruises when playing.
Color:  Black

Size:  Senior

Suggested Retail:  $7.00 USD Sold in pairs

Olympus®  COMPRESSION SHORTS # 29200

DuPont nylon/lycra/spandex 4-way stretch material of fers muscle compression and support.  
Cut of shorts adds protection from scrapes and bruises.

Colors:  Black, White

Sizes:  YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL

Suggested Retail: $23.00 USD

Olympus®  PADDED COMPRESSION SHORTS # 29150

DuPont nylon/lycra/spandex 4-way stretch material with a bit of extra foam padding sewn in 
for added protection. Terry cloth fabric backs the padding against the wearer’s skin for comfort.  
Compression adds protection and warmth for muscles.

Colors:  Black, White
Sizes:  YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL

Suggested Retail: $32.00 USD

Manchester®  Leather Food Kit # 7995

Our Manchester® Leather Food has been designed for use on all 
leather products. Made of natural oils and waxes. These components 
help keep leather soft, supple, and protected against the 
elements.  Extends the life of leather! Does not prevent leather from 
being polished. Each kit contains a 6.25 oz. can of Manchester Leather 
Food, an applicator, a brush and a shine mitt.

Colors:  Clear or Black

Suggested Retail:  $13.00 USD per kit

vici VDRY™ Moisture Management Team Jersey
# 1600S Short Sleeve  # 1600L Long Sleeve

Available in both long and short sleeve. Tagless label for zero irritation.
VDRY™ MOISTURE MANAGEMENT FABRIC that allows the player to remain cool and fresh with               
excellent moisture wicking and breathability. 100% knit Polyester with a supple, luxurious hand.
Stretchable, wind resistant material assures a good fit, along with regulating body heat.
Colors: White, Black, Grey.
Sizes: YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL.

Suggested retail: 1600S Short Sleeve: $20.00 USD   1600L Long Sleeve: $22.00 USD
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Olympus® Prevail Match Ball #  230
 
Suitable for both Training and Match play, the Prevail is Olympus’® first ball entry on 
the USA market. 4 panel construction with multi-pebble covering.

Color : White/Fiesta Red/Black

Sizes:  5

Suggested Retail: $35.00 USD

Olympus® Menace Rugby Ball # 216

The Olympus® Menace is a 4 panel training/match ball.  
4 layer poly-cotton lining, Latex bladder, rubberized  outer-shell with fine-pebble grip.

Color:  White/Midnight Blue/Black

Sizes:  4, 5

Suggested Retail:  $29.00 USD

Olympus® KNIT SKULL CAP # 27561

100% Acrylic. Olympus® embroidered logo on front; our slogan “America’s Rugby Brand” 
embroidered on back.

Color:  Bright Red with White and Black embroidery

Sizes:  One size fits most

Suggested Retail:  $12.00 USD

Olympus®  Islander Rugby Ball #  232 

Suitable for all levels of play and ages. Great for all conditions and competitions, practice and 
Match play. This ball is a 4 panel construction with a latex bladder.
 
The cover is made with a rubberized multi-pebblesurface which is the best for gripping. 

Colors: white with black tribal design, 
          lime green with black tribal design

Sizes: 3, 4, 5

Suggested retail: $30.00 USD
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Win If You Can, 
Lose If You Must, 
But NEVER QUIT!.

Cameron Trammell

reusch  Neoprene Wrist Brace Style 
# 3177520

Designed for very common thumb and wrist injuries. 
2 mm Neoprene can be worn on either Left or Right 
hand. Thumb support 
in addition to wrist support.  

Color:  Black
Sizes:  S – XL  

Suggested Retail:  $11.00 USD 
                                Sold Singularly

Olympus® Duffle Bag  # 737
 
Made of 600 denier polyester with PU ling, the Duffle bag has a U shaped zipper top 
opening allowing easy access to the large inner compartment.  Mesh pocket with zipper
in inside flap of bag.  Detachable mesh bag inside bag for player’s valuables.  
Pockets on both ends of bag include mesh for ventilations.  
Handles on ends pockets make for easy transport.  
2 detachable straps enable bag to transform to back-pack for easy carrying.  
Mesh water bottle pocket.  
Cell phone pocket.  Can be embroidered with team crest.

Size:  25” long X 12.5” round.   

Colors:  Solid Black, solid Navy.  

Suggested Retail: $30.00 USD

WATER BOTTLE POCKET

VENTILATION MESH 
POCKETS

CELL PHONE POCKET

CUSTOM EMBROIDERY
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 A trophy carries dust. 
Memories last forever.

 Mary Lou Retton

Ball Net Pocket
Large Wet/Dry
Pocket

Cell Phone 
Pocket

iPod Pass-Thru on
top of BagPadded &

Vented 
Areas 

Olympus® Backpack  # 726

600 Denier Polyester with PVC lining for water-resistance. “U”shaped top 
opening for the main compartment. Small zip pocket for wallet and other items 
inside bag. Key chain clip included on inner bag. 2 side pockets have mesh 
inserts for ventilation. Padded adjustable shoulder straps. Back of bag which 
contacts the player’s back is also fully padded. Mesh pocket with draw-cord for 
balls, boots, or wet gear. Great bag for tournament travel or just everyday use! 

Size is:  21” H x 12”W x  20”D

Colors:  Solid Black,  Royal Blue/Black with White piping. Red/Black with    
           White piping, Navy/Black with White piping.

Suggested Retail:  $26.50 USD

Olympus® Tech II Bag # 735
A favorite of many of our Team and Club customers. The Tech II Bag 
is made of 600 Denier Polyester.  The hidden ball net holds a ball 
when needed, and tucks away when not in use. Wide “U”shaped top 
opening allows easy access to larger inner compartment. IPod or cell 
phone pocket on inside of bag with pass-thru on top of bag. Padded, 
adjustable shoulder straps include removable cell phone pocket. Key clip 
on one shoulder strap. Padded, ventilated back suspension for comfort 
and moisture wicking. Wet/dry pocket for shoes. Heavy duty carry 
handle at top of bag. Front zipper pocket is loose to leave room for 
team crests and/or number embroidery.

Size:  19”H x 14”W x 7”D

Colors:  Black.  Scarlet/White.  Navy/White.  Royal Blue/White.

Suggested Retail:  $28.00 USD    
(50-99: $27.00 ea; 100+: $26.00 ea)

Olympus® Tournament Ball Bag  # 741
Our Tournament Bag holds 12-14 inflated balls. Large opening with spring-loaded drawstring closure 
insures the bag will stay closed during bus or airline travel. Padded shoulder straps that adjust for the 
comfort of the wearer. Sewn on handles make it easy to move this bag when not wearing it. Cell phone 
holder on shoulder strap. Side “lash-to” strap for carrying cones and other coaching equipment.  Wet/dry 
pocket at bottom of the bag for storage of boots, air-pump, clipboard, etc. Internal key clip.  Ample room 
around base of bag for team crest embroidery or sreen-print. 

Color:  Black

Suggested Retail:  $30.00 USD

Olympus® XL Chile Bag #  722
 HUGE (14” high, 14” wide, 32”long) team bag. 210 Denier Polyester with a 
waterproof backing.  Two end zipper pockets—one with a mesh top for wet boots, 
clothes, gear. Side webbing for key clip or water bottle storage. Excellent travel bag for 
teams on the move!

Colors:  Royal Blue/White  Size:  HUGE

Suggested Retail:  $20.00 USD
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One man can be a crucial ingredient on a 
team, but one man cannot make a team. 

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar

ACME Thunderer Finger Whistle 
# 8104

Long the choice of Soccer and Rugby Officials 
in England, the ACME Thunderer is the icon 
of Referee equipment. Made in England of 
injection molded plastic. Very light weight with 
an ease of blowing and easy to carry while 
running due to the unique finger-wrap.
Color:  Black

Suggested Retail:  $7.00 each USD
$80.00 USD/dozen

Olympus® ABC Training Ladder
# 814 and # 815
 
Helps players with foot quickness and agility, balance, and coordination.  The Ladders come in 2 
lengths, a 20 foot and a 30 foot.  The Plastic rungs are adjustable, lie flat, and do not tangle.  The 
Ladders can be gathered and stores into its own handle in seconds.  Each ladder comes in its own 
carry bag.  Sold separately.

#814 is 20 feet long and has 12 rungs 
#815 is 30 feel long and has 20 rungs

Suggested Retail:  #814  $42.00 USD                #815  $55.00 USD

Olympus® All Around Corner/Marker Flag # 969

Corner and field marker flag made of PVC is great for use on artificial, hard 
ground, indoor, or non-permanent surfaces.  Comes with a hollow base (for 
best results—fill with sand or water prior to use) for ‘planting’ flag. 
Highly visible rectangular flag.  

Color:  Yellow/Hurricane Red

Size:  1” x  60” H

Suggested Retail:  $56.00 USD
Sold in sets of 4

“Sir” Wrist Lanyards # 713

Heavy duty nylon cording with metal clip for 
attaching to whistle.  

Color:  Black

Suggested Retail:  $10.00 USD per Dozen

               International  
Linesman Flags # 806

A pair of two-color nylon flags with full 
wooden handles. Lightweight.
Color:  Neon Yellow/Neon Orange

Suggested Retail:  $13.00 pr. USD

942

Olympus® Skills Corner Marker  Flags # 942

Economical 1/4” x 72” fiberglass rod with Neon Orange 
pennant flag. Great for coaching and
training activities. 
Sold in sets of 4 only.

Color:  Bright Orange

Suggested Retail: 
1–4 sets: $32.00/set USD
5 –12 sets: $31.00/set USD
13+ sets:  $30.00/set USD
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3
HURDLES
FOR THE

PRICE OF 1

If you train hard, you’ll not only be hard, you’ll 
be hard to beat.
Herschel Walker

CONTINENTAL 9” COLLAPSIBLE CONE # 803

Made of flexible PE material. Holes in side of cone make it collapse if stepped on.
Color: Orange.

Suggested retail: $1.10 USD

CONTINENTAL CONE 

2” cone made of flexible PE material.
Colors: Orange, Yellow, Blue, White.
# 807 Suggested retail: (Small 2” Cone)
1 - 300 cones: $.90 USD, 301-999 cones: $.80 USD,1000+ cones: $.82 USD

4” cone made of flexible PE material.
# 801 Suggested retail: $2.00 USD  (Large Cone 4” H  x 12” W )

BANANA STEPS
Step, bound or run over them. They are great for training, rehab, or athletic development.
Player can improve speed, power and agility.
Set them up to teach obstacle avoidance.
Sold individually.

# 809 Suggested retail:  $11.50 USD    (12” STEPS)
# 810 Suggested retail:    $10.50 USD  (6” STEPS)

FLAT FITNESS RINGS # 811
  
Set these rings up in any pattern, then have the player run, walk, hop or bound
through them ring to ring to develop balance, flexibility, agility, quickness 
and coordination. Inexpensive way to have 3-4 
groups working at the same time with functional drills.
Rings are durable and flat to avoid potential injury from tripping.
Sold in sets of 12.

Colors: Red or Yellow.

Suggested retail: $32.00 USD

MULTI-HEIGHT HURDLE # 816

This new training device saves the coach from transporting 
3 dif ferent sizes of hurdles.
Opens up to be either a 6”, 9”, or 11.5” hurdle.
Folds flat for easy transport and storage.
Sold individually.

Suggested retail: $11.00 USD  
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Law-6

www.law-6.com

The official “Sir” jersey 
for the 2014 LVI 

tournament in Las Vegas

CMG “Sir” Whistle  # 8100
 
The newest of fering from Fox 40 has a 
Cushioned Mouth Grip for greater comfort.  
4 distinct areas on the silicone mouth cushion that 
the ref’s teeth can grip.  High pitched “trill” is more 
intense and loud.

Color:  Black

Suggested Retail:   $10.00 USD each

LAW 6 ‘Sir’ Shorts, 6 inch inseam #812
LAW 6 ‘Sir’ Shorts, 4 inch inseam #842

Comfortable polyester knit short that does not fade or shrink
Two side pockets, one rear pocket. Elastic waist band. 
2 inseams lengths  6” and 4”

Sizes: YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL

Suggested Retail:  $25.00 USD   

 LAW 6  Special Sir Jersey # 3015 

 Newly designed referee jersey developed by our Referee department.  
 Constructed of a soft, breathable polyester fabric that has our MOISTURE
 MANAGEMENT FEATURE (MMF). This MMF allows the fabric to breath 
 as it wicks away perspiration from the body keeping the official cool 
 and dry. Raglan sleeves for additional comfort. Special bright color 
 combinations. Generous cut for ‘Sirs’. Banded tail and sleeves. 
 Includes traditional rugby stand-up collar.
 MADE IN THE USA
 
 Sizes: AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

 Colors: Lime/black with canary yellow sleeves, 
           Canary yellow/black with lime sleeves.
 
 Suggested Retail:  42.00  USD

LAW 6     Econo-Sir Jersey  # 3008

Newly designed referee jersey developed by our
Referee department.  Constructed of a soft, breathable polyester fabric that 
has our MOISTURE MANAGEMENT FEATURE (MMF). This MMF allows the
 fabric to breath as it wicks away perspiration from the body keeping the 
official cool and dry. Raglan sleeves for additional comfort. Special bright color 
combinations. Generous cut for ease of movement.
MADE IN THE USA
 
Sizes: YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL
 
Colors: Powder Blue body with red sleeves, Orange body with Teal sleeves
 
Suggested Retail:   $30.00 USD 

LAW 6   Deluxe Swivel 
Linesman Flags  # FCS2
➢ 
Flags are neon orange and yellow ‘harlequins’ 
with black border
Flags slip onto a plastic swivel pole 
Foal handle for extra comfort
Sold in pairs only

Suggested Retail:  $19.95 USD

Back of Jersey
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